
Introducing WZRD Radio 

Hello magical friends, and welcome to WZRD Radio! 

WZRD Radio exists to share the music of the Harry Potter fandom with the world. 

From the earliest bands like Switchblade Kitten and Harry and the Potters to the newest wrockers 

just beginning their wrock careers, it’s all celebrated on the podcast. 

WZRD is the product of the hostwitch hearing “if you want something to exist in the world, 

sometimes you have to do it yourself” one too many times. She just wanted a wizard rock radio 

show to listen to, darnit! 

 

Who 

Your hostwitch, Bess, is a relatively latecomer to the wrock scene. She never got to attend a 

Wrockstock or see MC Kreacher perform. She has, however, spent many happy hours at Yule 

Balls and virtual concerts, which is kind of the same thing. 

 

Where to listen 

WZRD Radio can be found on Stitcher, Deezer, Apple Podcasts, and most other podcasting 

platforms. 

Try it out on RadioPublic. 

 

How often to listen 

On the first of every month WZRD Radio releases a regular episode 

On the fifteenth of every month there is a bonus episode that includes an interview with someone 

from the wrock community, sponsored by the WZRD Radio Patreon team. 

 

What people are saying 

“The podcast we’ve all been longing for. Awesome format and helpful info.” -Apple Podcast 

reviewer 

“This podcast is great! WitchBess is a wonderful host and will introduce you to so many great 

bands and songs. Subscribe now so you don’t miss an episode.” -Apple Podcast reviewer 

https://radiopublic.com/wzrd-radio-G7003B


“Thank you for introducing wizard rock to a new generation of Harry Potter Fans who didn’t 

experience it in 2005 like I have…” -Apple Podcast reviewer 

 

Transcripts 

Every episode is transcribed and included on the website at WZRDRadio.WordPress.com 

 

Explicit rating 

WZRD Radio has an explicit rating for the use of swear words in occasional songs. You 

hostwitch does not swear herself, play songs by the Bands We Don’t Talk About or play songs 

that heavily feature sexualized violence. 

 

Where to support WZRD Radio 

Patreon.com/WZRDRadioPod 

Ko-fi.com/WZRDRadioPod 

Please note: WZRD Radio is non-profit. Your hostwitch makes no money from the podcast. All 

the funds go to hosting for WZRD Radio or to support the Yes All Witches grant fund. 

 

Contact Info 

WZRDRadioPod@gmail.com 

Twitter.com/WZRDRadioPod 
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